Travel the world from your armchair

Bethany BooksTalk – March 8th 2013 / Gere BooksTalk – March 11th 2013
Shannon K. [Walt Branch Library]

In a Sunburned Country by Bill Bryson

An Irish Country Childhood by Marrie Walsh

Braving Home by Jake Halpern

Paris, My Sweet: A Year in the City of Light (and Dark Chocolate) by Amy Thomas

Under the Tuscan Sun: At Home in Italy by Frances Mayes

Everyday in Tuscany by Frances Mayes

The Reluctant Tuscan by Phil Doran

First We Quit Our Jobs... by Marilyn J. Abraham

Four Seasons in Rome by Anthony Doerr

Travels With Alice by Calvin Trillin

My Love Affair With England by Susan Allen Toth

My favorite quote: Remember what Bilbo used to say: It's a dangerous business, Frodo, going out your door. You step onto the road, and if you don't keep your feet, there's no knowing where you might be swept off to.